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Sigvald the Magnificent considers himself to be the favoured son of Slaanesh. Few
would dare question this belief. In battle the Geld-Prince fights as a golden blur,
laughing cruelly as his elegant blade tears through rabble and champions alike.
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Powered by Vainglory: Sigvald is the epitome

DESCRIPTION
Sigvald, Prince of Slaanesh is a named character
that is a single model. He is armed with
Shardslash and the Mirror Shield.

ABILITIES
Glorious Reborn: None can best Sigvald in

hand-to-hand combat, or so he believes, and the
Geld-Prince is determined to prove it.

Shardslash: This majestic blade slices through

of vainglory, one of Slaanesh’s favourite sins. So
great is his sense of superiority that few can stand
before his prideful assaults.

sigmarite and arcane wards alike as if they were
naught but shrouds of the thinnest silk.
Wounds inflicted by an attack made with
Shardslash cannot be negated.

Add 3 to charge rolls for this model. In addition,
the Attacks characteristic of Shardslash is either
5 or equal to the unmodified charge roll made for
this model in the same turn, whichever is higher.

The Mirror Shield: This artefact of the world-

that-was is as alluring as it is indestructible.
Impossible to scar or penetrate, the Mirror Shield
is the pinnacle of defence in Sigvald’s hands.

This model fights at the start of the combat phase
if it made a charge move in the same turn. It
cannot fight again in that phase unless an ability
or spell allows it to fight more than once.

KEYWORDS

Roll a dice each time you allocate a wound
or mortal wound to this model. On a 4+, that
wound or mortal wound is negated.

CHAOS, MORTAL,SLAANESH, HEDONITE, HERO, SIGVALD
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Lords of Pain are champions of Slaanesh who have sampled countless vices and
excesses. Armed with wicked soulpiercer maces, they lead warbands of devoted
followers and are always eager to demonstrate their mastery of all forms of agony.
MELEE WEAPONS
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DESCRIPTION

ABILITIES

COMMAND ABILITIES

A Lord of Pain is a single model armed with a
Soulpiercer Mace.

Share the Pain: Lords of Pain have mastered

Paragon of Depravity: Lords of Pain are held in

Roll a dice each time you allocate a wound
or mortal wound to this model. On a 5+, that
wound or mortal wound is negated. In addition,
each time a wound or mortal wound inflicted
by a melee weapon is negated by this ability, the
attacking unit suffers 1 mortal wound.

You can use this command ability in the combat
phase. If you do so, pick 1 friendly Mortal
Hedonite unit wholly within 12" of this model.
You can re-roll hit rolls for attacks made by that
unit in that phase.

KEYWORDS

every kind of torment and are adept at enduring
the most terrible of agonies – as well as gifting the
same sensation to their foes.

CHAOS, MORTAL, SLAANESH, HEDONITE, HERO, LORD OF PAIN

awe by Slaanesh’s mortal supplicants, who seek to
emulate the excessive carnage perpetrated by these
depraved champions.

